Trabecular bone strength predictions using finite element analysis of micro-scale images at limited spatial resolution.
Advances in micro-scanning technology have led to renewed clinical interest in the ability to predict bone strength using finite element (FE) analysis based on images with resolutions in the range of 80 microm. Using such images, we sought to determine whether predictions of yield stress provided by nonlinear FE models could improve correlations with bone strength as compared to the use of predictions of elastic modulus from linear FE models, and if this effect depended on voxel size or bone volume fraction. Linear and nonlinear FE analyses were conducted for 46 trabecular cores from three human anatomic sites using element sizes ranging from 20 to 120 microm to obtain measures of apparent yield stress and elastic modulus, and these measures were correlated against the predicted yield stress from the 20 microm models (assumed to be the gold standard strength for this study). Results indicated that when considering all samples and any resolution, yield stress and elastic modulus were both excellent predictors of strength (R2>0.99). When only low-density samples (BV/TV<0.15) were considered, yield stress was better correlated with 20 microm-strength than was elastic modulus (R2 increased from 0.93 to 0.99 at 40 microm and from 0.90 to 0.95 at 80 microm). However, at a voxel size of 120 microm, the predictive ability of yield stress was slightly less than that of stiffness, likely due to the large convergence-related errors that could develop with larger element sizes. As expected, a limit was observed in the ability of elastic modulus to predict strength--the predictive ability of elastic modulus measured at 20 microm was comparable to that of yield strength at 80 microm. We also found that strength predictions from FE models at clinical-type resolutions had nearly the same power to detect bone quality effects via variations in strength-density relationships as did high-resolution models. We conclude that nonlinear FE models can account for additional variations in strength relative to linear models when using images at resolutions of approximately 80 microm and less, and such models offer a promising method for examining microarchitecture-related bone quality effects associated with aging, disease, and treatment.